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In this article, a proportional predictive (PP) control strategy is proposed and a high-
precision position tracking controller is designed for the networked linear switched
reluctance machine system (NLSRMS) with time-varying delay. The closed-loop
system model of the NLSRMS is constructed based on the PP control strategy. The
stability conditions of the system are proposed by combining the optimal control value
calculated by the cost function. The controller of the closed-loop NLSRMS is designed by
using continuously updated predictive output equation information based on calculation.
The comparative study of the proposed PP and PID control methods is presented by
tracking several types of signals. The maximum steady errors of PP and PID control
strategies are 0.2 mm and 2mm under the sinusoidal signal, respectively. The maximum
steady errors of PP and PID control strategies are 0.07 mm and 0.7 mm under the square
signal, respectively. The simulation results show the effectiveness of the proposed PP
control strategy.

Keywords: proportional predictive control, networked control system, time-varying delay, stability analysis, linear
switched reluctance machine

1 INTRODUCTION

The linear switched reluctance machine (LSRM) system has many advantages, such as low
manufacturing cost, stable performance, reliable and straightforward structure, and low loss
(Daldaban and Ustkoyuncu, 2010; Yoon, 2016; Cao et al., 2020). There have been some research
achievements about LSRM in recent years, such as for nonlinear LSRM; the linearized model of
LSRM was obtained in the study by (Ahmad and Narayanan, 2016) by trying a variety of LSRM
small-signal models. The system parameters are measured and optimized in the study by (Prasad
et al., 2020) using the finite element analysis method. The parameters are tuned and optimized in the
study by (Wang, 2018) by using the current-sharing method combined with some advanced
algorithms. In addition, the optimal control strategies are proposed, such as the adaptive fuzzy
controller designed in the study by (Masoudi et al., 2018) by obtaining the adaptive control law
online to improve the robustness of the system. The fuzzy PID control was proposed in the study by
(Pan et al., 2013a) to improve the stability performance of the LSRM system. An adaptive control
strategy is proposed in the study by (Pan et al., 2013b) to deal with the double-sided LSRM model’s
uncertainties and external disturbances.
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The emergence of networked control systems (NCSs)
effectively solves the problems in traditional control systems,
such as the large number of point-to-point connections,
maintenance difficulties, and inability to share information.
The NCS is more convenient to update and renovate (Zhang
et al., 2016). The closed-loop NCS uses the communication
networks in forward and feedback transmission channels
(Walsh et al., 2001), which can realize the connection between
the network and the physical world and perform multiple task
synchronization remotely. Therefore, the networked LSRM
model is established by using the NCS method. Although the
network has these undeniable advantages, network
communication inevitably brings transmission delay, packet
drop, and attacks (Tan et al., 2015); these drawbacks reduce
system performance and even lead to system unsteadiness. The
time delay is the usual occurrence in network communication.
Therefore, it is of great significance to consider the
communication delay in the network transmission of the NCS
and design a delay compensation that reduces the effect of the
communication delay on the NLRSMS.

There is much research on the NCS with communication
delay. For example, the model predictive control (MPC) method
has been frequently adopted in recent research. It has high
application value, such as improving the operating efficiency
of the motor (Miao et al., 2018; Yao et al., 2018) and
enhancing the performance of the intelligent driving system
(Song et al., 2019). The MPC strategy can perform forward
prediction using the state information received from the
sensor and combine the predicted future state information
with the rolling optimization method to solve the optimal
control value of the system to realize the control of the
system. This method solves the problem when the controller
cannot receive the state information due to the transmission
delay; the control value can be solved by predicting the system
state. It is better than the traditional method of letting the system
control value remain unchanged or equal to zero to deal with the
time delay problem. However, it also has a drawback, due to the
calculation delay caused by a large number of calculations in
forward prediction and rolling optimization (Findeisen and
Allgöwer, 2004; Lan and Zhao, 2020). A time-varying

networked predictive control method was proposed in the
study by (Yang et al., 2014) for a network control system with
communication delay. The MPC method (Liu et al., 2017) is
investigated to solve the problems of the uncertainty model and
the communication delay. The robust MPC control strategy was
proposed in the study by (Han et al., 2008) to solve the model
uncertainty system with delay. A centralized MPC method was
proposed in the study by (Zhao et al., 2018) to reduce the impact
of communication delays in the automatic power generation
system on the interconnected grid. However, the MPC
methods studied in these previous works of research to
improve the performance of the system are achieved by
modifying the cost function and the stability conditions.
Inspired by the PID control method, the PP control strategy
proposed in this article combines the proportional feedback
control method with the MPC control method.

The networked predictive control method has been applied
in multi-agent systems, but there is seldom research on
applications in the LSRM tracking control. In a time delay
multi-motor control system with uncertain models (Qiu et al.,
2018a) and position disturbances (Qiu et al., 2018b), a
networked control method is proposed to improve the
position tracking accuracy of the motor control system.
Therefore, the proposed PP control method is applied to
the position tracking control of the NLSRMS with time
delay in this article.

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed PP control method,
we separately used the PP control method and the PID control
method in the NLSRMS with time delay to track the sinusoidal
signal, the square wave signal, the alternating signal of the
sinusoidal, the square wave, and the sawtooth wave signal. The
simulation results indicate that the proposed PP control method
has higher precision tracking performance and better stability
than the PID control method.

Motivated by the above observations, this article mainly
focuses on the high-precision tracking control of the NLSRMS.
The main contributions consist of three points:

i) The proposed PP strategy is used in the NLSRMS with
time delay.

FIGURE 1 | Structure of the NLSRMS with time-varying delay.
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ii) Considering the influence of time delay in the feedback
channel on system stability and control performance, the
PP control strategy is proposed to make the system stable and
improve control performance. Then, the cost function is
designed to compute the value of optimal control to
improve the accuracy of the NLSRMS.

iii) The stability of the closed-loop NLSRMS is analyzed, and the
feedback controller is designed.

2 THE MODELING OF LSRM

The operating principle of the LSRM is that the torque is
distributed according to the real-time measurement of the
relative displacement of the motor by the linear encoder, and
the value of the electromagnetic force and the torque distribution
function of each phase are obtained (Fu et al., 2019) through the
force-current converter. The internal current controller generates
each phase current required to drive the LSRM. Therefore, the PP
control algorithm is proposed to reduce the affect of random
delay on the control performance of LSRM. The structure of the
NLSRMS is shown in Figure 1.

It should be noted that the meanings of the symbols in the
structure of the NLSRMS shown in Figure 1 are presented in
Table 1.

The structure of LSRM is mainly composed of a mover, stator,
and winding. The basic parameters are as follows: mover mass
and stator mass are 3.8 kg and 5 kg, respectively. The air gap
width is 0.3 mm, the coil is 220 turns, and the pole pitch and
width are 12 mm and 6 mm, respectively. In addition, the phase
resistance and the damping coefficient are 2Ω and 0.070,
respectively. The external structure of the LSRM is shown in
Figure 2.

The electromagnetic and mechanical motion equations of the
LSRM are as follows, respectively (Pan et al., 2013b):

Fl � πi2l �L sin(2πsq ) (1)

F � m
d2s

dt2
+ σ

ds

dt
+ f (2)

where

�L � Lmax − Lmin

2
(3)

m, s, and il are the mover mass, displacement, and phase current,
respectively. l is one of the three phases of the LSRM, q is the total

width of motor slot and tooth width, and σ is the speed resistance.
f, F, and Fl are the load resistance, traction, and phase
electromagnetic force, respectively. Lmax and Lmin are the
maximum and minimum inductance values, respectively. The
model of the LSRM system can be rewritten as follows (Qiu et al.,
2018b):

x(κ + 1) � Ax(κ) + Bu(κ)
y(κ) � Cx(κ){ (4)

where the LSRM system parameter matrices A and B are as
follows:

A �
0 1

0 − b

m

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦, B �
0
1
m

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ ⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
and C is the system observation matrix. x(κ), y(κ), and u(κ) are
the state vector, output vector, and control input vector,
respectively. It should be noted that x(κ) � [s(κ)T _s(κ)T]T in
which s(κ) is displacement.

Remark: The LSRM studied in this article is the controlled
object, and it works under zero load, so the load parameter of f is
omitted in the study.

In order to facilitate analysis, wemake some basic assumptions
as follows:

1) The conditions that the system matrices satisfy include (A, B)
being controllable, (A, C) being observable, and the state of the
system can be observed.

2) m and p denote the predictive time horizon and the control
time horizon, respectively. Ifm ≥ p, the control value u(κ) will
remain unchanged when the condition p ≤ κ ≤ m is satisfied.

3) The time delay in the controller-actuator channel is bound
that meets 0≤ τ ≤ τκ ≤ �τ, where τ and �τ are the delay lower
and upper bounds, respectively.

4) The reference input r is known.

TABLE 1 | Meanings of symbols in the NLSRMS.

Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

fa, fb, fc The force of each phase s(κ) Machine position
ipa, i

p
b , i

p
c The current of each phase y(κ) Measuring the output

ia, ib, ic Actual current of each phase τ The time delay
ur(κ) The tracking input signal u(κ) The control value
ǔp(κ) Predictive control value K Proportional gain

FIGURE 2 | Structure of LSRM.
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3 DESIGN OF PP CONTROLLER AND
STABILITY ANALYSIS

In this section, by combining the networked prediction method
(Yang et al., 2014) and the proportional integral prediction
control strategy (Liu, 2020), the PP control strategy is
proposed for the NLSRMS, which is beneficial to the system to
reduce position error and improve NLSRMS stability.

3.1 Proportional Predictive Controller
Considering the impact of time delay on the position tracking
control performance of the NLSRMS, the PP controller can be
designed as follows:

u(κ) � Ky(κ) + u ̌(κ) (5)

In which K is the proportional gain and u ̌(κ) is the predictive
control vector. The PP controller (5) is applied to the LSRM
system (4) and the following model of the NLSRMS is obtained:

x(κ + 1) � �Ax(κ) + Bǔ(κ),
y(κ) � Cx(κ)
x(κ0) � β0, κ0 � −�τ,−�τ + 1, . . . , 0.

⎧⎪⎨⎪⎩ (6)

where �A � A + BKC, x(κ0), β0, and κ0 represent the initial state,
initial value, and initial delay of the system, respectively. Based on
assumption 1, the system state is observed. Consider the following
state observer adopted from the study by (An et al., 2018):

�x(κ + 1) � �A�x(κ) + Bǔ(κ) + L(y(κ) − C�x(κ))
�y(κ + 1) � C�x(κ){ (7)

where �x(κ), �y(κ), and L denote the observed state vector,
observed output vector, and observer gain, respectively.
Moreover, according to the current received observed state,
the strategy of predictive control can compute the state in the
future prediction time horizon. System (6) predicts the futurem +
τk step based on the state up to κmoment, for n � 1, 2, . . . ,m + τκ
as follows (Chen and Liu, 2020):

x ̌(κ + 1 | κ) � �A�x(κ) + Bǔ(κ)
x ̌(κ + 2 | κ) � �Ax ̌(κ + 1 | κ) + Bǔ(κ + 1 | κ)

� �A
2
�x(κ) + �ABǔ(κ) + Bǔ(κ + 1 | κ)

..

.

x ̌(κ + n | κ) � �A
n
�x(κ) +∑n−1

i�0
�A
i
Bǔ(κ + n − 1 − i | κ)

(8)

where x ̌(κ + 1 | κ) denote the ahead step predicted state from
step κ to step κ + 1. Let κ � κ − τκ. By considering the time-varying
delay, Eq. 8 can be rewritten as follows:

x̌ κ − τκ + n | κ − τκ( ) � �A
n
�x(κ − τκ)

+∑n−1
i�0

�A
i
Bǔ κ − τκ + n − 1 − i | κ − τκ( )

(9)

for n � 1, 2, . . . , p + τκ. Based on assumption 2, as long as n ≥ p +
τκ + 1, the predictive control values are equal to the following:

u ̌ κ − τκ + n | κ − τκ( ) � ǔ κ + p | κ − τκ( ) (10)

Then, Eq. 9 can be rewritten as follows:

x ̌ κ − τκ + n | κ − τκ( ) � �A
n
�x κ − τκ( )

+ ∑n−p−τκ−1

i�0
�A
i
Bǔ κ + p | κ − τk( )

+ ∑n−1
i�n−p−τκ

�A
i
Bǔ κ − τκ + n − 1 − i | κ − τκ( ) (11)

for n � p + τκ + 1, p + τκ + 2, . . . , m + τκ. Via the system (6), the
predicted output equation is obtained as follows:

y̌ κ − τκ + n | κ − τκ( ) � Cx̌ κ − τκ + n | κ − τκ( ) (12)

The m + τκ step predictive output vector and the p + τκ step
control input vector are defined as follows (Miao et al., 2018):

Y̌ κ +My | κ − τκ( ) �
y̌ κ − τκ + 1 | κ − τκ( )
y̌ κ − τκ + 2 | κ − τκ( )

..

.

y̌ κ +m | κ − τκ( )

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

Ǔ κ + Pu | κ − τκ( ) �
u ̌ κ − τκ( )

u ̌ κ − τκ + 1 | κ − τκ( )
..
.

�u κ + p | κ − τκ( )
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
Combining Eqs 9, 11, 12, the predicted m + τκ step output of

the NLSRMS can be calculated through the equation of predicted
output. Which means

Y̌ κ +My | κ − τκ( ) � S�x κ − τκ( ) +HǓ κ + Pu | κ − τκ( ) (13)

where

S �
C �A
C �A

2

..

.

C �A
m+τκ

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ H � C

I 0 / 0
�A I / 0
..
. ..

.
1 ..

.

�A
p+τκ−1 �A

p+τκ−2 / 0
�A
p+τκ �A

p+τκ−1 / I
�A
p+τκ+1 �A

p+τκ / �A + I
..
. ..

. ..
. ..

.

�A
m+τκ−1 �A

m+τκ−2 / ∑m−p

i�0
�A
i

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

B

(14)

3.2 The Cost Function of NLSRMS
In order to make the output of the NLSRMS track the reference
input signal precisely, the cost function is adopted as follows:

min
Ǔ(κ+Pu |κ−τκ)

J(κ) � γy‖Y̌(κ +My|κ − τκ) −R(κ +M)‖2 + γu‖Ǔ(κ
+ Pu|κ − τκ)‖2

(15)
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where γy and γu are non-negative weighting factors. The reference
input was defined in the study by (Yao et al., 2018) and presented
as follows:

R(κ +M) �
r(κ − τκ + 1)
r(κ − τκ + 2)

..

.

r(κ +m)

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

where M is the dimension of the reference vector.
The local minimum control value of the NLSRMS can be

obtained via the derivative of the cost function with respect to the
control value. Let Eq. 13 be substituted into Eq. 15, the cost
function can be rewritten as follows:

min
Ǔ(κ+Pu |κ−τκ)

J � γy‖S�x(κ − τκ) +HǓ(κ + Pu|κ − τκ) −R(κ +M)‖2

+ γu‖Ǔ(κ + Pu|κ − τκ)‖2

� S�x(κ−τκ)+HǓ(κ+Pu|κ−τκ)−R(κ+M)
Ǔ(κ + Pu|κ − τκ)[ ]T

γyI 0
0 γuI

[ ]
S�x(κ−τκ)+HǓ(κ+Pu|κ−τκ)−R(κ+M)

Ǔ(κ + Pu|κ − τκ)[ ] (16)

Then, the derivative of the cost function is equal to zero, which
means

dJ(κ)
dǓ(κ + Pu|κ − τκ)

� 0 (17)

Therefore, the optimal control sequence at the moment is

Up(κ + Pu|κ − τκ) � (HTγyH + γuI)−1HTγy × (R(κ +M)
− S�x(κ − τκ))

(18)

considering the predictive control scheme, selecting the first
control value of the optimal control sequence works on the
LSRM, which means that the optimal control can be gained

ǔ*(κ − τκ) � Kmpc(R(κ +M) − S�x(κ − τκ)) (19)

in which Kmpc � [ I 0 / 0 ](HTγyH + γuI)−1HTγy. In the
next instant, let κ � κ + 1, and the optimal control value can
be solved by online rolling.

3.3 The Stability Analysis and Controller
Design of NLSRMS
Define the error of the observer as e(κ) � x(κ) − �x(κ). By
substituting Eq. 19 into (6), the NLSRMS control system
based on the PP control strategy can be rewritten as follows:

x(κ + 1 − τκ) � �Ax(κ − τκ) + Bǔp(κ − τκ)
� �Ax(κ − τκ) + BKmpc(R(κ +M) − S�x(κ − τκ))
� ( �A − BKmpcS)x(κ − τκ) + BKmpcR(κ +M)

+ BKmpcSe(κ − τκ)
(20)

Therefore, the observer error is

e(κ + 1 − τκ) � x(κ + 1 − τκ) − �x(κ + 1 − τκ)
� ( �A − LC)e(κ − τκ) (21)

Let Ψ(κ − τκ) � x(κ − τκ)
e(κ − τκ)[ ]. Combining Eqs 20, 21 leads to

Ψ κ − τκ + 1( ) � �A − BKmpcS BKmpcS
0 �A − LC

[ ]Ψ κ − τκ( )

+ BKmpc

0
[ ]R(κ +M) (22)

Definition: For linear discrete time-invariant control systems,
the system is asymptotically stable when it satisfies the Schur
stability condition.

Proof: If the system (22) satisfies the Schur stability definition,
it means that all the eigenvalues of the systemmatrix in (22) are in
the unit circle

λ
�A − BKmpcS BKmpcS

0 �A − LC
[ ]( )

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣< 1 (23)

where λ(A) represents the eigenvalue of matrix A. Therefore,
limκ→∞Ψ(κ) → 0, it implies x(κ) → 0 and e(κ) → 0, as κ → ∞.
That is, the stability of the NLSRM system (6) with the PP control
strategy is equal to the stability of the system (22).

According to the stability conditions of the system, there exists
an appropriate proportional gain of K satisfied

λ �A − BKmpcS( )∣∣∣∣∣ ∣∣∣∣∣< 1
|λ �A − LC( )|< 1{ (24)

By the aid of the place function fromMatlab, the state observer
gain L can be designed.

4 SIMULATION RESULTS ANALYSIS

In order to verify the performance of the proposed PP control
method, the LSRM with the following adopted coefficient
matrices from the study by (Qiu et al., 2018b) is studied.

FIGURE 3 | Sequence of time delay τκ.
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A � 1.000 4 0.090 9
0.008 5 0.824 7

[ ], B � 0.004 7
0.090 9

[ ], C � [1 0]

The initial state of the NLSRMS control system is x(0) � [0
0]T, and the observed state and control input are initially zero.
Moreover, the reference signals are the sinusoidal signal, the
square wave signal, the complex signal with alternating
sinusoidal and square wave, and the sawtooth wave signal.
The weighting factors in the cost function are γy � 1, γu � 0.1,
respectively. To prevent the deviation caused by the different
delay sequences in each simulation system, the same delay
occurrence is set in all simulations, and there is no delay in the
first transmission. The delay sequence generated in the
transmission channel is shown in Figure 3. The state
observer gain is L � [1.824 6,7.481 6]T. The PID controller
parameters and PP controller gains corresponding to each

simulation system are shown in Table 2, in which KP, KI and
KD, respectively, represent the gain of the PID controller and
K represent the proportional gain of the PP controller; the
selection method and the PID parameter selection method are
the same. The NLSRMS with the time delay tracking
sinusoidal signal adopted PID controller and PP controller
are shown in Figures 4, 5, respectively. That signal amplitude
and frequency are 20 mm and 0.01 Hz, respectively.
Comparing the position errors in Figures 4B, 5B, it is
evident that the maximum absolute value of the steady
state error of the proposed PP control method is only
0.2 mm, while the PID control method is as high as 2 mm.
The NLSRMS control system with the time-varying delay
tracking square wave signal uses the PID controller and the
PP controller shown in Figures 6, 7, respectively. That signal
amplitude and frequency are 20 mm and 0.01 Hz. Comparing
the position errors in Figures 6B, 7B, it is evident that the
maximum absolute value of the steady state error of the
proposed PP control method is only 0.07 mm; however, the
PID control method is as high as 0.7 mm. The results prove
that the PP control method has better stability and faster
response speed than the PID control method. The NLSRM
control system with random delay is followed by the sawtooth
wave with an amplitude of 20 mm and a frequency of

FIGURE 4 | NLSRMS with the PID control method: (A) Output response. (B) Position error.

FIGURE 5 | NLSRMS with the PP control method: (A) Output response. (B) Position error.

TABLE 2 | Controller gains corresponding to each simulation system.

Gain KP KI KD K

Sinusoidal signal 5.5 0.1 0.031 0.31
Square signal 4 10 0.02 −0.5
Complex signal 3 0.2 0.03 −5
Sawtooth signal 2.8 300 0.036 −2
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0.025 Hz, and the complex signal alternating sinusoidal and
square waves has an amplitude of 20 mm, and the frequency is
0.08 Hz and 0.04 Hz, respectively. The output response and
the position error of tracking sawtooth waves are shown in
Figure 8. The output response and the position error of the
tracking complex signal are shown in Figure 9. These
waveforms certify that the response speed of the PP control
method is slightly slower than that of the PID control method
when the signal jumps, but it can rapidly trend toward
stabilization after the signal jumps. Therefore, the tracking

effectiveness of PP control is better than that of the PID
control method.

5 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION

In this article, the tracking control issue of the NLSRMS with
time-varying delay is studied. First, the NLSRMS model was
established, and the PP control strategy is proposed to achieve
higher tracking accuracy of the LSRM. Then, the predictive

FIGURE 6 | NLSRMS with the PID control method: (A) Output response. (B) Position error.

FIGURE 7 | NLSRMS with the PP control method: (A) Output response. (B) Position error.

FIGURE 8 | NLSRMS with the PP and PID control methods: (A) Output response. (B) Position error.
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output equation and the cost function are combined to solve the
optimal control value to ensure the robustness of the closed-loop
NLSRMS. Furthermore, the PP controller and the PID controller
are compared; the simulation results verify that the proposed
proportional predictive controller can suppress the impact of
random delay and reduce the LSRM position tracking error. The
influence of bandwidth limits in network communication, the
greater the influence of data transmission, the larger the
performance of the system, and this article only studies the
way to compensate on the controller without improving
network communication transmission; in future research, the
event trigger mechanism (ETM) will be considered.
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